ISAC Minutes

A meeting of the International Studies Advisory Council was held on Thursday Nov. 13, 2014 at 3:30 in the Dean’s Conference Room of Copeland Hall.
Present: Amy Rundstrom, Barbara Amundson, Diana Jones, Will Aviles, Matt Mims, Megan Hartman, Ann Marie Park, Sylvia Asay
Absent: Steve Amundson, Sonja Kropp, Suzanne Maughan, Tone Mendoza

The Council discussed the International and Study Abroad Fair held on Nov. 10. Student participation was excellent with over 90 students signing in. The amount of food seemed about right. There was some discussion about improvements in lighting/music for next year. Also, we may want to invite others like Tiny Hands or Countryside Christian Church who have non-profit sales in the future to add some color and fun.

The Council discussed arrangements for Masha Gessen—it would be ideal to show a film at the World Theatre on Pussy Riot and have her comment on it afterwards as well as speaking about Putin on campus. We can have catering at the World Theatre. She should also bring books for a book signing.

Lilly passed out the final assessment reports.

The council also discussed how students who study languages other than Spanish, French, and German can received GS and other credits at UNK. Ultimately this may require a change in the catalog rules. It should probably wait, however, until the new Assistant VC for Intl Affairs has been hired and is on campus.

The meeting adjourned at 4:15. This was the last meeting of the semester. Lilly will schedule meetings for next semester in December via email.